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Design Leadership, Research, and Technology
Whether a team is striving to achieve product-market fit, expedite design research, or 
facilitate sprints and run A/B tests, Miguel helps teams skillfully navigate into the unknown 
by surfacing people’s shared, hidden reserves of creativity and compassion.



Miguel has worked on products and services ranging from B2B healthcare technology to 
DTC hardware for pets. Since his days developing games as a teenager, Miguel’s worn 
different hats on tech-enabled teams for more than a dozen years. He combines expertise in 
design research, software development, and data-driven strategy to offer just right 
engagement for teams of all types and sizes. Miguel uses his background in software 
engineering  to develop tools like SmoothState.js, Nuggetizer, and Affinitizer, which aim to 
accelerate the pace and adoption of Human-centered Design.



NLP for UX Research
Generating empirical qualitative insights from conversation data

















Generative Design for Industrialized Construction
A real-life example of how I used the Nuggetizer & Afinitizer to accelerate HCD









https://tomorrowpartners.com



Piloting user research to guide automation
Digging deep into the experience of buying electronics from distributors















“Because of his tenacity, and attention to detail, we 
were able to take an enterprise application from 
ideation to release in under 6 months.”

— UI Designer & Developer

“Miguel came in day 1 and with him he brought a 
wealth of knowledge and expertise to the team.”

— User Experience Design Lead

“We have everything from start to finish of what the 
vision is, what we need to do and why we need to do it.”

— Product Manager

“He is very engaging, approachable, and we trusted him 
to interview our customers on our behalf to get a true 
unbiased voice-of-the-customer.”

— Director of Business Operations



Establishing a Design Center of Excellence
Transitioning work in-house and gaining executive buy-in for HCD





















“Miguel had a tough job trying to transform an existing 
Agile SDLC culture by integrating the power of design 
thinking into product creation. Throughout the project 
Miguel demonstrated endless patience and enthusiasm for 
sharing his knowledge to evangelize design within the 
organization. Miguel has a knack for spotting raw design 
talent and is an advocate for investing in those 
individuals to help them rise to their potential.”

— Senior Director, Platform Solutions

“It is no small task to add a new enterprise-wide discipline 
to an organization, especially one that is as dynamic, 
aggressive and striving to mature in numerous areas. I 
appreciate the struggles, perseverance, and small wins you 
faced each day. Those are all necessary building blocks to 
change. Thank you for your initiating the movement and 
we’ll be sure to continue the advancement.”

— Chief Product Officer



Co-creating a new vision for festival travel
Helping a festival ops company enter an adjacent market online















“He is one of the easiest people to both talk to and work 
with, and often goes above and beyond to ensure the 
design process is successful while helping the company 
define, re-define, and achieve its biggest goals. He is 
extremely knowledgeable about his field, trumped only 
by his passion to learn and apply new methodologies 
when they are applicable. ”

— Director of Product Management

“Miguel's curiosity to learn and expand his knowledge 
is invigorating. His desire to connect on a deeper level 
with users truly shows just how much companies need 
someone like him who think outside of the box. His 
enthusiasm and high energy got everyone so excited to 
come to work everyday to help to further achieve our 
team goals.”

— Project Coordinator, Digital Initiatives


